
From: Iwan Jones [mailto:iwan@bjpco.com]  
Sent: 25 November 2015 00:11 
To: Brechfa Connection 
Subject: Subject: Brechfa Forest Connection (EN020016) 
 
24th November 2015 
 
The Planning Inspectorate 
3/18 Eagle Wing 
Temple Quay House  
2 The Square 
Bristol 
BS1 6PN 
 
Dear Katherine  
 
Subject: Brechfa Forest Connection (EN020016) 
Our  reference: BFC-OP0001 
 
Please find attached a letter received this morning from my client, Mr and Mrs D A and W G Jones.  
 
They have requested whether they should sign this document. I have told them that they should not 
sign the document and so they have sent it back unsigned as noted. I have advised all Bjp clients not 
to sign this summery table. I have also advised BJP clients not to sign HoTs in their current guise. 
 
I wish to advise The Inspectorate for complete transparency, the current position being applied by BJP 
clients based on BJP advice. 
 
Furthermore on a procedural point I would be grateful if The Inspector would consider the following 
observations made by the writer on behalf of BJP clients. 
 
BJP have serious concerns regarding the makeup of the current HoTs being delivered to BJP clients 
by WPD.  
 
Forgive me if you consider the next paragraph or two be long-winded but I do believe it has relevance 
to the procedural points I wish to address to the process. 
 
I would confirm that BJP have considerable knowledge in dealing with and drafting option and lease 
agreements in particular for wind farm and photovoltaic developments. This is normally solicitors 
work but BJP are competent to negotiate HoTs, and deliver option and lease agreements with the final 
draft being sent to client solicitors. We are currently completing two PV option and lease documents 
after successfully agreeing HoT’s so feel suitably qualified to comment. 
 
When we consider option and lease agreements on say Wind or PV installations, we normally agree 
HOTs with the proposed tenant and these are accepted by the parties as being non-binding agreements 
between the parties and are there to assist the parties to negotiate freely with no constraint on the 
negotiations as both parties can walk away from the negotiation and unless agreed by the parties each 
party liable for their own costs. 
 
It is my considered opinion that the current HoT’s look like a simple option agreement. BJP would 
expect HoT’s to be drafted in the form of a memorandum of understanding between the parties with 
the document accepted by the parties as being non-binding as above. In both HoT deliveries to date 
that I have experienced with Freedom; in both meetings we would opinion that Freedom have failed 
to fully explain to land owners the purpose of the HoTs in a transparent manner and have restricted 



the meeting to those areas of the HoTs they wish to amplify and concentrate on whilst simply 
skipping over the small print. 
 
In accordance to my understanding of the process being delivered by Freedom, if landowners sign 
HoT’s then effectively they are being asked not to object to the process being run by the applicant and 
provide binding assurances on their land interests. 
 
During both HoT deliveries I was present at, Freedom failed to disclose that the HoT document 
seeked binding commitments. If the document had been described as an option agreement then its 
literal meaning would be different from a HoT. In both HoT deliveries by Freedom to date no 
reference was made to condition 7 and 8 in the document. 
 
Furthermore BJP are in receipt of two new land owner instructions in the last month. Both clients 
confirmed that Freedom HoT’s delivery omitted reference to IA and failed to mention the relevance of 
points 7 and 8. Points 7 and 8 convey an irrevocable power of attorney appointing WPD as attorney to 
execute and complete an Easement once any outstanding payments have been paid and Under the 
terms of the Agreement, the Landowner (and any tenant who is party to the Agreement) will agree not 
to object to the application for a Development Consent Order and will agree to a number of protective 
provisions relating to the Landowner's property including not to submit a planning application, not to 
do anything which may interfere with the rights to  be granted to WPD under the Easement, including 
not growing  trees or plant or alter the Easement Area and not to create new interests affecting the 
Landowner's property. 
 
These HoT’s/DOG are in my humble opinion no more than an option/lease agreement in disguise with 
terms agreed for a specific period which transfer and provide the purchaser [WPD] actual rights. As I 
have stated these are not HoT’s as I recognise them. 
 
Both new BJP clients confirmed that the Freedom speech ended after the explanation of the 
consideration payment and both landowners were asked whether they wished to sign HoTs. Both 
refused to sign for different reasons. One landowner refused to sign due to realigned routing they were 
not informed about previously and the second because of their savvy disposition which warned them 
never to sign anything without taking proper legal advice which Freedom omitted to advise them on.  
 
Both landowners could have potentially marginalised their own legal position by signing agreements 
not fully explained or understood by them. 
 
I have already highlighted my other concern to The Inspector being the change in actual literature on 
IA wording between the land owner’s pack and the HoTs which is a further reason why BJP clients 
are being advised not to sign HoTs. 
 
I wish to point out to The Inspector that BJP clients wish to engage in the procedure but until the 
framework is modified by WPD or we receive appropriate direction and safeguards from The 
Inspector BJP clients will be unable to fully participate in the procedure and will inevitably be 
disenfranchised as a result of the defective HoTs. 
 
We received a helpful e mail letter from Bruton Knowles today which further consolidates our view 
that signature of  HoT’s will disenfranchise individual landowners. 
 
We are fully aware that the procedure adopted by The Inspector is designed to allow full participation 
throughout the duration of the process.  
 
We are concerned that some landowners may be persuaded to sign HoTs within 3 months as the 
financial incentive begins to drop away. We believe this is unfair and bad practice and constitutes an 
inducement designed to encourage landowners to sign early in the process irrespective of their 
individual rights being eroded. 



 
Whilst some landowners may consider the consideration payments to be useful most Bjp clients have 
expressed concerns about IA, pole positions and many BJP clients would like to participate in the 
process of agreeing revised pole locations, but as there appears to be little scope in the frame work to 
negotiate and agree revised pole placement with the running clock this may encourage landowners to 
sign in the 3 month period even if pole placement has not been resolved to landowners satisfaction 
compelling clients to sign early thus causing disenfranchisement. 
 
We would hasten to add that the majority of BJP clients are more concerned about pole placement and 
IA consideration than the inducement payments which they consider an unwelcome hindrance. 
 
In particular the introduction of H poles is a case in point in respect to this dilemma. 
 
We understand the Inspector encourages participation in the process but this has in my experience to 
date been extremely frustrating as WPD/Freedom have taken a fairly dictatorial and particularly 
inflexible position regarding landowner involvement with limited or no dialogue from Freedom/WPD 
to BJP. It appears that WWPD expectation is for landowners to sign up early and accept what is on 
offer. 
 
We would inform The Inspector that land owner’s feelings are running high at this time. Most BJP 
clients are more concerned about open dialogue to modify pole locations as opposed to signing early. 
The monitory element is in most cases are secondary to agreeing pole location/modification. There 
has been significant pole modifications especially H poles replacing single poles and landowners are 
upset that disclosure of the revised pole locations has only come to light in the last 10 days. 
Landowners consider this to be unacceptable and unreasonable.  
 
Furthermore BJP landowners consider the whole process to be invidious and unfair on the landowner 
and their representatives by placing unfair timescales on those involved in the process especially as it 
has only been announced today that WPD have engaged the services of qualified land agents. The 
process of the negotiation should have started months ago, but when we met WPD in July, Solicitors 
from Osbourne Clark acting for WPD were vociferous in their view that there was no IA for wooden 
poles. In so far as we disagreed it is only today that WPD have finally agreed to enter into 
negotiations to discuss IA. The intransient position of WPD in not following their own land owners 
pack commitments has invariably disenfranchise land owners as I am fearful that WPD ultimate aim 
will be to draw out the negotiations and pressurise landowners to sign binding HoTs as the clock  runs 
down to safeguard the contingency payments. 
 
We would also confirm that we have also received a new instruction this week from a family member 
concerned that his brother has been disenfranchised. The landowner in question is an 82 year old 
gentlemen who we would consider as being vulnerable with serious illnesses and who was persuaded 
to sign HoTs without appropriate land agent advice and who signed up on his own in his own house 
without a family member being present. We are not aware of the circumstances in which Freedom 
were invited into the house but the gentleman in question is unclear on the process that led him to 
signing HoTs but was told to sign early because this would present the best money payment to him 
and that all landowners would be treated the same. In the meeting there was no mention of IA or the 
binding nature of the agreement. 
 
We would confirm that any landowner who has signed HoTs as a result of Freedom not fully 
disclosing relevant information should be rescinded and the whole procedure delayed or restarted 
from scratch until a revised memorandum is devised which enables the parties to fully engage without 
time constraints placed on consideration payments so that an informed decision can be made without 
unfair pressure being exerted. 
 



Furthermore I have advised all Bjp clients that they cannot sigh HoTs until their solicitors have 
received the Deed of Grant. I have already asked WPD to send the Deed of Grant to individual land 
owners so they can be fully advised by the legal representative before any signature of HOTs. 
 
I have already raised my concerns to the Inspector that there has been a modification to the literature 
being used to describe injurious affection and it is again with respect our considered views that if the 
literature has changed that this should have been pointed out orally and in writing to the land owners 
so that they were fully aware of the changes in the literature and whether this has any influence on the 
injurious affection process which they may consider that it has.  
 
I now wish to raise my further concerns that HoTs are not being used in the form that I am familiar 
with being the basis of a negotiation to provide a memoranda of understanding that both parties 
understand. The document should set out the terms of a commercial transaction agreed in principle 
between parties in the course of a negotiation and HoTs in my understanding are considered by the 
legal profession to be non-binding. 
 
Whilst we accept that signed heads of terms provide evidence of serious intent that the parties want to 
engage and commit, at the same time they should not compel the parties to conclude the deal on those 
terms or even at all. If this is WPDs intention then the document must be called an option agreement 
and fully explain the commitment between the parties. The HoTs drawn up by WPD are contractual in 
nature but Freedom in their land owner meeting are failing to disclose this point. 
 
A signed option agreement is a binding document that compels the parties to sign a lease [DOG in this 
case] when there is let’s say the grant of planning consent for the development. 
 
I would be grateful if you would consider our views and whether the Inspector considers there to be a 
binding nature within these HOTs which I am not comfortable with and which I have expressed my 
concerns to my clients. It is my humble opinion the HOTs read more like an option agreement 
between the parties due to contractual requirements in the document and transfer of rights and where 
there is no right for the parties to rescinded post signature. This is my considered view of this HOT 
agreement.   
 
If it is an option then it should be described as an option 
 
I would be grateful if you would consider this correspondence as meriting inclusion in the process 
running forward.  
 
Again our kindest regards 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
I A R JONES 
BSc MRICS FAAV 
Registered Valuer  
 
 




